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============================================== GeoTimer is a time conversion application for the user who wants to
know, what the actual time is (with millisecond resolution) compared to the date/time stored on the GPS or the Normal Clock. - Lowest
resolution: 1ms - Highest resolution: 1/30s - Distance reached with one keystroke (for the Gregorian date): 0,4 days - Distance reached

with one keystroke (for the Modified Julian Date): 1,2 days - Distance reached with one keystroke (for the GPS time): 0,5 ms - Distance
reached with one keystroke (for the GPS time): 13 ms - Distance reached with one keystroke (for the GPS time): 268 ms - Distance

reached with one keystroke (for the GPS time): 2749 ms Time Span Calculation:
============================================== All time measurements are independent and can be calculated: -

Between two dates: only use the difference of two dates in seconds. - Between two times: use the difference of two times in seconds.
Usage: ============================================== Enter Date or GPS Time or Modified Julian Date: Input time:
enter a time, that can be a date, a modified Julian date or a GPS time. The days of the week are shown in the line with the date. You can

also directly enter some hours and minutes. You can see the calculated seconds of this time. You can enter a start date, that is always
from 01.01.1970. You can enter a stop date, that is always on or after 01.01.2069. As with all point of time software, is possible to enter
the days of the week or the months. You can enter the number of the week and the month. Now you can enter a time, that is always from
a date. This can be a GPS time or a Modified Julian date. And now the calculation begins. The first value is always the actual date/time of
the program. And you can see the distance, that is reached with one keystroke. Now you can enter a second time (and then a third) and so
on. Please enter some minutes and the program will return you the distance that has been reached with two keystrokes. You can see the

seconds of the new time. Now you can enter another date/time. For example after 10 minutes you can calculate the distance
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(1) The program displays the current date and time as well as the start and end date/time. (2) Choose the start or end Date/Time. (3) Enter
the GPS time / Date/Time. Or select one from the list. (4) Select the time interval. The calculation starts now! Choose a one-second
interval or the value is automatically calculated. (5) In the lower left corner of the program window a green ball will follow you. On

successful completion, a message is displayed. The upper right corner displays the total running time of the calculation. Note that the
system time / GPS time is not frozen by the program. You can modify it using keyboard. The current date / time will be automatically

selected! A Stop button can be found on the toolbar. After stopping the program, you can check the value entered. For a print-function of
the program, you can choose (lower right), whether you want the results for all time intervals as well as for all to be printed (usually not

meaningful) or only for one specified value. If a value is calculated automatically without being specified, the program will automatically
restart for further calculations. If a second is calculated automatically without being specified, the program will automatically restart for

further calculations. It is possible to select the Print button without providing any time span manually. The program will then
automatically select the last entered value and will print the calculation results. Important: The numbers of the entered values is displayed
after stopping the program and restarting it again. Notes on the Name: The beginning of a Time-Description is always capitalized. After
the name, any number of words are possible (e.g. " from Gregorian to GPS", " from GPS to MJD", "from MJD to JD", "from JD to... ").

For Examples, you find descriptions of several time spans between Google Earth. Please note that the entered value is always in the
current time range. You can not choose a time range! If you want to choose a different time range, choose the other time interval and

press the button to continue. Permission: If your country does not allow some actions, you can enter a special time interval. At the end of
the program the button 'Stop' will change to the button 'OK'. Enter only values (e.g. d, hh:mm:ss or dd/mm/ 6a5afdab4c
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- The main window contains a calendar and some buttons. - The toolbox gives you the possibility to change the date/time format (for the
Gregorian date/time) and to calculate the time span. - The program works on Windows and Linux (via Wine), on MacOS X is not
supported. Install and use: - Download the GeoTimer installer: GeoTimer_v2.1.0.tar.gz - Launch it and follow the instruction. - If you
want to use the latest version, replace the GeoTimer folder by the zip file. License: This software is free for use (GPL version 2 and 3) by
anyone who is not looking for any kind of monetary reward. You can freely distribute this software without the permission to modify or
to sell it. It is permitted to use it in commercial products. The program is distributed under the GPL version 2.0 or later. Contacts: If you
have any questions, suggestions or bug reports please don't hesitate to write an email to ian@ianhovet.nl You can also find me on github
The support of the program is possible, if you have no problems, and you describe them by email to: ian@ianhovet.nl If you need to get
in contact about some other theme or want an invoice for your donation then contact me at: ian@ianhovet.nl Donation GeoTimer is
totally free for use. But you can donate or support me. This is free software. If you want to get in contact with me about a donation or
want an invoice for your donation send an email to: ian@ianhovet.nl Important Notice: The support of this program is possible only if
you have no problems. If you have problems or are in doubt about the behavior of the program please contact the german Apple
Developer support ( We do not look into the problems by ourselves. If this does not solve your problem or if you have questions after you
have sent a mail to the developer support please contact me at: ian@ianhovet.nl Credits: This program was created by ianhovet (Timo
Hoove). (GPL version

What's New In?

-------------------- GeoTimer takes two dates/times as input (1) and (2) of the form "yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss". If only (1) is given, the input
is interpreted as "yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss". If only (2) is given, the input is interpreted as "yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss". The following input
methods are supported: - keyboard input: Two keys h y keyboard input in one line. - Mouse input: Click on (1), then click on (2) in the
appearing new window. - Button input: Click on a button (1) and press the Enter-key. Then click on a button (2) and press the Enter-key.
- Entry "from" and "to": Entering the date/time to the right of the first space. - Entry "min": Entering the minimum value of the given
date/time interval. If only one date is given, the time value is set automatically to this value. - Entry "max": Entering the maximum value
of the given date/time interval. If only one date is given, the time value is set automatically to this value. The following output methods
are supported: - Pop-up window: After clicking on a button, the Date / Time-interval is set to this value and written into the pop-up
window. - Label: After clicking on a button, the Date / Time-interval is set to this value and the display string is set to this value. The
calculation behavior depends on the input value sets and the chosen input method. In case of "from=to" and "to=min/max" the output is
also the input. GeoTimer program: ----------------- GeoTimer is a free educational Java program. You get the source code for free. You
can modify the code, change it into your application, post it on the Internet and provide it to your friend. My Student-Project
"GeoTimer": ------------------------------ For my MSc-project in Computer Science, I also programmed a student GeoTimer based on the
original GeoTimer as basis. The new program is named "GeoTimerStudent". It is a re-write into Java of the original GeoTimer using the
SWING framework. The program works with Mouse and Keyboard. On the
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System Requirements:

Instructions: Watch in HD. On launch, you will be prompted to choose either Method A or Method B. The game will load up the Method
you choose at the start of the match and it will stay there. Method A: Simulate Battle Replay. After starting the match, press MOUSE4 to
access the Quick Play screen. Press the arrow keys to cycle through the various camera angles. Once you have landed on the Battle
Replay Camera, press MOUSE4 to exit that screen.
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